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- Centralization

- Specialization

- Multidisciplinarity



CentralizationCentralizationCentralizationCentralization

Results:

At 5 years, patients

from very low-volume 

hospitals

had a 60% greater risk of all-

cause mortality than patients 

from highvolume hospitals.
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MultidisciplinartyMultidisciplinartyMultidisciplinartyMultidisciplinarty

18% reduction in mortality!
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Multidisciplinarity
e.g. Breast Cancer Specialisation

e.g. Colon or Ovarian Cancer

Onkologe 2005, Brucker, Kreienberg, Jonat, Bamberg, Wallwiener et al.

Centralization (Case Load/Center):    OAS ↑↑ [> 150 OP/a]      Roohan, 1998

Specialization (Case Load/Surgeon):  OAS ↑ (10%)    [> 30 OP/a]       Gillis, 1996

Multidisciplinarity („process chain”)   OAS ↑↑ (18%)  [LL] Grilli, 1998
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What had to be done?



The 3 basic stepsThe 3 basic stepsThe 3 basic stepsThe 3 basic steps

1. Guidelines

2. Certification

3. Benchmarking

(+ Screening Program)
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Requirements for Certification (185 items)



Requirements for Certification



Certificationprocess



Certified centres
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Benchmarking – Quality Indicators
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Breast Centres



Do we really do better?

Oncology. 2010;78(3-4):189-95. Epub 2010 Apr 23.
Does guideline-adherent therapy improve the outcome for early-onset breast cancer patients?
Varga D, Wischnewsky M, Atassi Z, Wolters R, Geyer V, Strunz K, Kreienberg R, Woeckel A.
Universitätsfrauenklinik Ulm, Ulm, Deutschland. dominic.varga@me.com
Abstract
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE: Guidelines for the treatment of early-onset breast cancer have been proposed 
in several countries, but to date, their impact on outcomes is unverified. The objective of this study was to 
evaluate the association between guideline-adherent versus nonadherent treatment and 
recurrence-free survival (RFS) and overall survival (OAS) in early-onset breast cancer 
patients.
METHODS: A total of 1,778 patients were included in the study, of whom 111 were 35 years or younger and 
1,667 were between 36 and 55 years. RFS and OAS were compared between the two groups, with respect to 
multiple parameters. All survival data were adjusted for tumor characteristics and analyzed with respect to 
guideline adherence according to the German Step 3 guidelines.
RESULTS: Statistically significant differences between the two groups (<35 years, 36-55 years) were observed 
with regard to breast surgery (p = 0.002) and hormone therapy (p = 0.006). Both groups were treated identically in 
terms of guideline adherence concerning axillary dissection (p = 0.9), radiation therapy (p = 0.7) and 
chemotherapy (p = 0.556). Young breast cancer patients whose treatment adhered to guideline recommendations 
had increased RFS and OAS [RFS: p = 0.030, hazard ratio (HR) 2.95, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.11-7.83; 
OAS: p < or = 0.001, HR 2.92, 95% CI 2.01-4.23].
CONCLUSION: GuidelineGuideline--adherent treatment for earlyadherent treatment for early--onset breast cancer patients onset breast cancer patients 
significantly improves OAS and RFS and should therefore be demansignificantly improves OAS and RFS and should therefore be demanded for all patients.ded for all patients.



Thank you!


